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Theory of single atom manipulation with a scanning probe tip: Force signatures,
constant-height, and constant-force scans
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We report theoretical results predicting the atomic manipulation of a silver atom on a Si~001! surface by a
scanning probe tip, and providing insight into the manipulation phenomena. A molecular mechanics technique
has been used, the system being described by a quantum chemistry method for the short-range interactions and
an analytical model for the long-range ones. Taking into account several shapes, orientations, and chemical
natures of the scanning tip, we observed four different ways to manipulate the deposited atom in a constant-
height mode. In particular, the manipulation is predicted to be possible with a Si~111! tip for different tip
shapes and adatom locations on the silicon surface. The calculation of the forces during the manipulation
revealed that specific variations can be associated with each kind of process. These force signatures, such as the
tip height signatures observed in scanning tunneling microscope experiments, could be used to deduce the
process involved in an experiment. Finally, we present preliminary results about the manipulation in constant-
force mode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Originally designed to image surfaces, scanning pro
techniques1–3 have also rapidly proved to be efficient fo
acting on the surfaces at the nanoscopic scale.4 First evi-
dences came from the observation of the consequences o
contact between the scanning probe tip and the studied
face. For instance, Liet al. observed that the mechanic
interaction between their scanning tunneling microsco
~STM! tungsten tip and one Au surface led to the creation
nanoscopic pits.5 Similar indentation has also been pe
formed on dichalcogenide WSe2 surfaces.6,7 Another kind of
nanopatterning was achieved by the formation of mounds
the surface by field-emitting gold tip atoms.8 Dimensions of
these created nanostructures were typically 100–300
However, manipulation with scanning probe techniqu
made a major step when state-of-the-art experiments
formed in the group of Eigler have shown that the STM
could even control a unique deposited atom with an impr
sive accuracy.9 According to the notation of Stroscio an
Eigler, manipulation processes can be classified into
categories.10 Vertical processes involve atom transfers b
tween the tip and the surface, voltage pulse or direct
surface contact being used for the atom transfers. Adsorb
or native surface atoms can be either permanently extra
by the tip11–22 or redeposited in another location.23–26 This
mode has been theoretically studied by several groups.27–33

In the lateral category, manipulated objects always stay
the surface.10 It is the scanning probe tip which either~i!
traps the object in the surroundings of its apex and sli
it,9,25,34,35~ii ! pushes the object along the scan path,36–42 or
~iii ! controls the diffusion by voltage pulse.43,44

It seems that the potential of lateral manipulation has
been completely explored. Successful experiments have
0163-1829/2003/68~11!/115427~12!/$20.00 68 1154
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performed for very small objects, such as Xe atoms
Ni~110!,9 CO molecules and Pt atoms on Pt~111!,34 Cu, Pb
atoms, and CO, Pb2 , C2H4 molecules on Cu~211!.25,35,45

However, in these studies, all supporting substrates
closed metallic surfaces. Their low diffusion energy barrie
make the manipulation easier. Theoretically, several calc
tions of the lateral manipulation of one atom have been do
and it has been found that single atoms can be manipul
on metallic@Pt~111!,32 Cu~110!,46,47 Cu~211!48# or insulating
@NaCl~001! Ref. 49# substrates. However, only one kind o
tip is usually considered, which limits the scope of the
sults. Another limitation concerns the substrate. To o
knowledge, the manipulation of one unique atom on a s
face having a significant technological importance has
been achieved yet. The Si~001! surface, heavily used in the
electronic industry, is an interesting and still unprobed c
didate. In a previous paper, preliminary calculations h
shown that one single Ag atom deposited on the Si~001!
surface may be manipulated by a tip during a constant-he
scan.50 The complete results of the study are presented
discussed in this paper. First, we focus on constant-he
manipulation. In particular, we analyze the influence of s
eral parameters, such as the shape of the tip, its orienta
and its chemical composition. Second, we show original
sults about the variation of the forces acting on the tip dur
different manipulation processes. These variations are t
discussed in relation with the recent works on STM curr
signatures.35,51,52Finally, in the last section, we discuss th
possibility to perform constant-force manipulation sca
with an atomic force microscope~AFM! tip, and we show
some examples.

II. MODELS

The silicon ~001! surface is now very well under
stood, thanks to several experimental53–55 and theoretical
©2003 The American Physical Society27-1
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LAURENT PIZZAGALLI AND ALEXIS BARATOFF PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 115427 ~2003!
studies.56–58 In its ground state, the surface isc(432) re-
constructed, with alternating asymmetric dimers. A~231!
reconstruction is observed at room temperature because
asymmetric dimers oscillate very rapidly and appear to
symmetric on the time scale of experiments. When a sil
atom is deposited on the Si~001! surface, most of the experi
mental studies agreed that the adatom adsorbs preferen
in the cave site, i.e., between two Si dimers belonging to
adjacent dimer rows.59–63 In Fig. 1, we have represented th
adsorption energy map for one Ag atom deposited on
Si~001! surface.64 The cave site is the most stable, though
corresponding adsorption energy is very close to the ene
of the bond site~Ag atom bonded to one dimerized Si a
oms!. This quasidegeneracy could explain why the Ag at
is sometimes found in the bond site.65 Here, most of the
calculations have been carried out with the silver atom
tially adsorbed in the cave site. However, we have also c
sidered the case of adsorption in the bond site for sele
examples.

Two complementary models have been used to repre
our system, which is composed of the scanning probe tip,
Ag atom, and the Si~001! surface. First, the short-rang

FIG. 1. Adsorption energy map of one Ag deposited on Si~001!-
231. The black spheres represent the Si surface and subsu
atoms. The bold arrow shows the tip movement direction.
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chemical forces between the very end of the tip, the ada
and the surface are described by the atom superposition
electron delocalization~ASED! method.66 This extension of
the extended Hu¨ckel molecular orbitals~EHMO! model has
been successfully used for the study of adsorption on sili
surfaces.67 In addition, it allows to describe the interaction
between several different species within a uniform and
herent scheme.Ab initio methods have the same advantag
but the systematic study of several manipulation conditio
with a realistic system is still an unfeasible task. In our c
culations, the silicon surface is represented by a four-la
cluster, each layer encompassing 434 Si atoms~eight Si
dimers!. Hydrogen atoms are added to passivate the bot
and the sides of the slab, leaving a clean Si~001! surface on
top ~see Fig. 2!. Careful checks have shown that this clus
size is large enough to avoid unwanted size effects. Re
ation of the bare Si~001! surface with the ASED method
leads to a symmetric~231! surface instead of thec(432)
reconstruction. However, the energy difference betwe
these two structures is very small58 and within the uncer-
tainty of the ASED model. In addition, the height differen
between the ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ atoms of the asymmetri
dimer atoms is also small. Therefore, we expect correct
dencies for manipulation processes involving much lar
energies and amplitudes. The tip apex has been modele
ing Si and Au clusters built along the~111! orientation, with
13 Si or 10 Au atoms for sharp tips~see Fig. 7!. Each Si
atom located in the base layer of the pyramidal tip was sa
rated by a hydrogen atom. All the EHMO parameters used
our calculations are reported in the Table I.

With the second model, we describe the long-range
der Waals forces between the tip and the surface. Altho
these interactions are the leading forces for the manipula

ce

FIG. 2. Models used in the calculations. The left panel rep
sents the geometrical shapes~light gray! from which long-range van
der Waals forces are estimated. The small dark gray region sh
the very end of the scanning tip, the adatom and the surface ben
which are treated by an extended Hu¨ckel calculation to account for
the chemical bondings. A ball-and-stick model of this region sho
the clusters used to represent the surface and the Si~111! tip ~right
panel!.
TABLE I. EHMO parameters.zs,p,d are the Slater orbital exponents, IPs,p,d the ionization potentials, and
C1,2 the linear coefficients for double-z functions.

zs IPs zp IPp z1d IPd C1 z2d C2

H 1.1600 213.600
Si 1.6998 213.460 1.4855 28.151
Ag 1.9060 27.580 1.6200 23.920 4.9890 210.500 0.5576 2.5840 0.5536
Au 2.6020 210.920 2.5840 25.550 6.1630 215.070 0.6851 2.7940 0.5696
7-2
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THEORY OF SINGLE ATOM MANIPULATION WITH A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 115427 ~2003!
of physisorbed atoms,46,47,52 these are expected to have
negligible effect in the case of a chemisorbed atom. We
then safely neglect the long-range interactions involving
Ag atom, as well as the very small contributions arising fro
the tip cluster apex. However, it is essential to take i
account the van der Waals interaction between the ma
scopic tip and the substrate in order to get a correct fo
distance relation.68 It is well known that quantum chemistr
methods such as ASED or local-density-aproximation-rela
techniques are unable to describe the dispersive van
Waals interactions. Here we have used an analytical
maker model,69 with the parametric relation@Eq. ~1!# derived
from a tip built with an infinite cone70 and a spherical cap
and an infinite surface. The geometry of the model is sho
on the left panel of the Fig. 2. We used a spherical cap ra
r550 nm. The Hamaker constantA for the Si-Si interaction
is 1.865310219 J.71 In Eq. ~1!, h is actually the distance
between the surface and the bottom of the macroscopic
~without the tip apex cluster!, i.e., h is the sum of the dis-
tanceZ between the surface and the bottom of the tip ap
cluster, determined from the center of the atoms, and of
height of the cluster@about 6.4 Å for the Si~111! tip#. With
this parametrization, we obtained a maximum attractive
der Waals force of 6.42 nN between the Si tip and the
surface.

Fz~h!5
Ar2~12sing!~r sing2r2h sing2h!

6h2~r1h2r sing!2

2
A tang@h sing1r sing1r cos~2g!#

6 cosg~r1h2r sing!2 . ~1!

In view of the very slow displacement of the tip ape
usually achieved experimentally in manipulation as co
pared to the relaxation time of the adsorbate on a surfac
molecular mechanics approach was preferred to a molec
dynamics approach.72 For each tip position (Xt ip ,Zt ip) con-
sidered, the Ag and slab atoms positions are optimized to
the system minimum energy. Xt ip is the tip apex coordinate
along the Si dimer row axis, a zero value referring to t
initial location of the silver adatom. In order to avoid tim
consuming calculations, only the Ag atom and all the surf
silicon atoms closer to Ag than a fixed distanceR ~see Fig. 2!
were allowed to relax. We have checked the validity of t
approximation by considering severalR distances, from 5 Å
to 0 Å ~frozen surface!. In most of the cases, we used
frozen surface because we got no qualitative changes
nonsignificant quantitative variations. The tip atoms are
allowed to relax, what could be questionable for small
surface distances. Consequently, our tip was always loc
high enough to ensure no significant interaction with the s
face atoms. In this work, we have considered constant-he
and constant-force mode for the manipulation. The simu
tion of the constant-height mode is straightforward; for
given Zt ip , we performed calculations for a large range
Xt ip values (DXtip50.12 Å between two steps!. The
constant-force mode is far more complicated and raises
eral issues which will be discussed in the last section.
11542
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III. CONSTANT-HEIGHT MANIPULATION

In this section, we describe the results obtained in
constant-height mode. In particular, we focused on the c
ditions required for adatom manipulation. Different kinds
adatom movements have been observed, depending on
tip height, orientation, shape, or chemical nature. Howev
we considered that a successful manipulation occurred o
when the tip translation by a surface lattice parameter le
to an adatom movement in the same direction, and when
process can be successively repeated.

We have been able to obtain four different manipulati
mechanisms with our calculations. One is a vertical proc
where the adatom transfers from the surface to the tip.
three others are the usual lateral manipulation proces
sliding, pulling, and pushing.25 The upper panel of Fig. 3
shows selected snapshots of the first case. When the t
still far away from the adatom~on the left of the Fig. 3!, one
can see that the height difference remains constant and
the X-position difference decreases continuously, i.e.,
adatom stays in the cave site, unperturbed by the tip
proach. The energy does not vary, meaning that the tip
high enough such that the tip-surface interaction is ne
gible. At a specific tip position@position~a! in Fig. 3#, which
depends on the tip height, the configuration becomes e
getically unstable, and the adatom ‘‘jumps’’ under the
apex @position ~b! in Fig. 3#. Obviously, we do not have a
lateral manipulation since the adatom does not remain on
surface. The mechanism is similar to that depicted for

FIG. 3. Example of a surface-to-tip transfer (Ztip53.6 Å). Up-
per panel: snapshots for three different tip positions. The d
~light! gray spheres show the Si~Ag! atoms. Lower panel: variation
of theX-position difference between the Ag adatom and the tip a
~empty squares!, of the height difference between the adatom a
the tip apex~filled circles!, and of the short-range contributions t
the total energy~thick line!, Ref. 88. The zero of energy corre
sponds to the relaxed system with the tip far away from the surfa
Only one in two symbols~squares and circles! have been plotted for
clarity. The vertical dotted lines mark the tip positions correspo
ing to the snapshots in the upper panel.
7-3
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LAURENT PIZZAGALLI AND ALEXIS BARATOFF PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 115427 ~2003!
transfer of one atom between two flat electrodes.32 There are
two adsorption minima, one in the cave site and the ot
under the tip apex, separated by an energy barrier. Bec
our calculations are done withT50 K, the transition occurs
only when the energy barrier vanishes. The transition
clearly visible in the curves, theX-position difference being
now almost zero, and the height difference being reduced
0.9 Å. The energy difference between the two minima, wh
the tip is far away from the surface, is about 260 meV
favor of adsorption under the tip. It is energetically favor
because the adatom is strongly bonded with the dang
orbital on the apex atom of the Si~111! tip. After the transi-
tion, the Ag adatom remains attached to the tip apex@posi-
tions ~b! and ~c! in Fig. 3#. Weak undulations of the
X-position difference and of the energy prove that the
atom still ‘‘feels’’ the surface. The variation of height an
energy are perfectly sinusoidal, which Boujuet al. have
shown to be impossible in the case of a sliding mode,
with the adatom remaining on the surface.52 The adatom is
now clearly bonded only to the tip. Therefore, if the tip
raised, the Ag atom is carried away. However, subsequ
deposition may follow if the adatom is brought by the tip
the vicinity of a surface site with a lower adsorption ener
near a step or a kink for instance. Such investigations
beyond the scope of this study.

Lateral manipulation occurred only within three distin
processes.25 In the sliding mode, the adatom is trapped by t
tip apex and follows the tip displacements.9,25,34,35It can be
obtained if the tip is closer to the surface~Fig. 4!. During the
tip approach, the adatom jumps again under the apex, an
subsequently trailed by the tip. Unlike the surface-to-
transfer case, the adatom is still chemisorbed on the surf
Whether or not the tip is more attractive than the surfac
no more important in this tip height range, since there is n
only one minimum energy position between the tip and
surface. The adatom is pushed back both by the tip and
surface. The only condition for the tip trailing the adatom

FIG. 4. Example of a sliding process (Ztip52.7 Å). See the
caption of Fig. 3 for explanations.
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that the potential trap is deep enough to overcome the di
sion barrier on the surface. TheXAg-Xtip variation repre-
sented in Fig. 4 shows the expected characteristics of a s
slip behavior,52 also very well known in the field of
friction.73–79

Another manipulation process is the pushing mode wh
the adatom is repelled by the tip displacement. In Fig. 5,
example of pushing is represented for another configura
including a rotated Si~111! tip and the Ag atom initially lo-
cated in the bond site. Now, theX-position difference ranges
from 3 to 4 Å, indicating that the Ag atom is always in fron
of the moving tip. At the beginning, the distance between
tip and the adatom decreases, since this one prefers to re
in the initial bond site@position ~a! in Fig. 5#. It then jumps
in the next bond site@position~b! in Fig. 5#, and the process
is repeated@position ~c! in Fig. 5#. The movement of the
silver adatom does not appear in the energy curve~Fig. 5!. In
fact, the energy difference between the two configuratio
before and after the transition is very small. Instead this
the variation of the tip-surface interaction energy whi
dominates the curve. The asymmetry of the curve can
explained by the asymmetry of the tip.

In the last process, the manipulated object is pulled by
scanning probe tip~Fig. 6!. During the first tip steps, we ge
a behavior similar to that for the sliding mode. The tip
approaching the silver atom in the cave site, and at so
point, this one jumps under the tip@position ~a! in Fig. 6#.
However, instead to be right under the tip apex, it is n
located between the cave site and the tip apex. The tip is
low to allow the adatom to remain permanently under the
apex. Then, the energy continues to decrease, with a m
mum aroundXtip50 where the tip apex and the adatom a
right above the case site. It means that the Ag atom is
tracted by both the tip and the surface. Further tip steps l
to an increase in energy whereas the adatom prefers to
main in the vicinity of the cave site. At some point th

FIG. 5. Example of a pushing process (Ztip53.3 Å). Note that
the Si~111! tip is here rotated and that the adatom is initially locat
in the bond site. See the caption of Fig. 3 for further explanatio
7-4
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THEORY OF SINGLE ATOM MANIPULATION WITH A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 115427 ~2003!
configuration becomes unstable, and the adatom jumps
ward the rear of the tip@position~b! in Fig. 6#. We will show
later how this behavior can be correlated with the tip geo
etry. The adatom is now pulled by the tip during the sc
One can see the nonsinusoidal undulations in theX-position
and height differences. The silver adatom feels both the
traction of the tip and of the supporting Si~001! surface. The
process includes two distinct steps. In the first step, the a
tom goes up and tries to stay close to the stable cave
@position ~c! in Fig. 6#. When the tip attraction exceeds th
surface attraction, the adatom quickly comes again clos
the tip rear. This mode is somewhat peculiar, because th
has to pass over the adatom in order to trail it. However,
same result could be achieved if the tip is first high above
surface, then lowered in front of the adatom, before the
ginning of the scan.

In Fig. 7, we have summarized the results obtained
several cases of constant-height scans, with a tip height r
ing from 0.5 Å to 6 Å, with successive increments of 0.1
~Si tips! or 0.5 Å ~Au tips!. With the Ag atom initially in the
cave site, we have first considered a Si~111! tip (A), then the
same Si tip, but rotated by 120° to have a leading edge (B),
an Au~111! tip (C), and finally a truncated Au~111! tip with-
out Au atom at the apex (D). With the Ag atom initially in
the bond site, the rotated Si~111! tip was first used (E), then
an Au~111! tip (F), and the truncated Au~111! tip (G). The
different areas representZtip ranges for five different adatom
behaviors. Besides the four manipulation processes dep
above, two other cases are emphasized. In the white are
Fig. 7, the tip passes over the adatom that remains in
initial location, because either the tip is too high or the
attraction on the adatom is not strong enough to overco
the diffusion barrier. Instead, checkerboard areas gather
ferent unsuccessful behaviors, where the adatom typic
avoids the tip by jumping in nearest lateral adsorption si
Our calculations have been done atT50 K, and one can
expect such site hopping’s in a larger tip height range

FIG. 6. Example of a pulling process (Ztip52.4 Å). See the
caption of Fig. 3 for explanations.
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experiments, because of thermal enhancement. This a
ment emphasizes the need to perform atomic manipula
experiments in a very low temperature environment.

A preliminary study had shown that the manipulation
the Ag adatom on the Si~001! surface was feasible unde
specific conditions. Indeed, it has been calculated that wi
gold tip, pushing occurs within a tip height range betwe
0.2 and 0.5 Å.50 This range is may be too small to be certa
of the transferability of this result in the experiments, whe
conditions could be different. However, the overview of o
results depicted in Fig. 7 clearly shows that the tip heig
ranges of successful simulations are typically between
and 3 Å for the Si tip. This is large enough to ensure that
results are not strongly dependent on the physical appr
mations we have made. In addition, the controlled mani
lation is predicted for different kind of tips and adsorptio
sites. This is a crucial requirement since despite recent
cesses inin situ structural characterization of the very end
the tip,80 the geometry of the tip apex is usually not know
Therefore, our results show that with scanning probe te
niques one should be able to manipulate one Ag atom on
Si~001! surface.

Several clues about the manipulation on surfaces suc
Si~001! can be drawn from the calculations. Here, we fou
that a sliding process is possible when the tip is made
silicon but not of gold. This result can be explained by t
large diffusive energy barrier to overcome on the Si~001!
surface. The potential well generated by the Si tip is de
enough to drag the adatom on the surface which canno
done with an Au tip. In this last case, only the core-co
repulsive pushing mode is possible. Another necessary c

FIG. 7. Results of the scans for all the considered casesA–G.
For A–D (E–G), the Ag adatom is initially located in the cav
~bond! site. For each caseA–G, the column represents theZtip

range corresponding to different adatom behaviors among five.
black color is for a successful pushing mode, the gray one fo
surface-to-tip transfer or sliding mode, whereas shaded zones
respond to pulling processes. White and checkerboard areas
unsuccessful manipulations. In the first case~white!, the adatom
stays in its initial location and in the second case~check board! the
adatoms did not remain in line with the tip after the scan. In t
(A–D) or bottom (E–G) of each column, we have represented
side ~with the arrow! and a top view of the tip used in each cas
White ~gray! spheres represent Si~Au! tip atoms.
7-5
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LAURENT PIZZAGALLI AND ALEXIS BARATOFF PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 115427 ~2003!
dition to perform manipulation is that the adatom stay in li
with in the tip direction. On a surface strongly anisotrop
vicinal with regular steps for instance, this condition can
fulfilled whatever the tip. However, for the Si~001! surface,
the adatom must also be guided by the tip. Indeed, the Si
with the directional bondings originating from the ‘‘s-p’’ hy-
bridization, prevents in most cases the adatom from esca
aside. On the contrary, the Au tip has a more isotropic
sorption energy surface due to its predominant ‘‘s’’ bonding.
It explains why its range of successful pushing is so narr
the adatom jumping sideways or staying low below the t

In Fig. 8, we have represented the position and adsorp
energy of the Ag adatom on the isolated Si tip, along the s
direction. We noticed that during the manipulation proces
the Ag atom was always located in or very close to a posit
corresponding to an energy minimum of the energy cur
The minimum labeledA corresponds to the surface-to-t
transfer or sliding mode~Ag under the tip!, B to the pulling
mode~Ag behind the tip!, andC to the pushing mode~Ag in
front of the tip!. Our results also suggest that the rang
associated with different processes in Fig. 7 depend on
characteristics of these minima. Column~A! of the Fig. 7
shows that sliding and pulling occur for large ranges. A
cordingly A and B are deep minima, where the adatom c
be accommodated over a large variation of tip height. C
versely,C is a very small minimum, almost an instable poin
and it corresponds to the narrow range of tip height of
pushing mode. Further support for this relationship comes
considering column~B! of Fig. 7. Because the Si~111! tip is
invariant under the C3 symmetry operation, Fig. 8 also show
the 120° rotated Si~111! tip if the scan is towards decreasin
X. Accordingly,B is now the minimum where the Ag atom
adsorbed during the pushing mode andC during the pulling
mode. One clearly sees that becauseB is a deep minimum,
the pushing mode is now possible over a large range.
suggestion is also supported by the result shown in colu
~E! of the Fig. 7, where pushing and sliding modes oc
over a large similar tip height range. In this last case, the
atom is now located in the bond site, which tends to indic
that this criterion may be general whatever the surface,
tip, or the kind of adatom. However, one must be aware t

FIG. 8. (X,Z) position and energy of the Ag atom on the is
lated Si~111! tip, the atom being at the center of the tip along theY
axis ~perpendicular to the scanning direction!. The full circles show
the tip atom positions~tip apex at the origin! and the letters refer to
different minima. The minimumA is the energy reference. Note th
if the tip scans to the decreasingX direction and not to the increas
ing X, it corresponds to the rotated Si~111! tip.
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these observations remain essentially qualitative and lim
to a set of calculations. The success or failure of the man
lation is decided by nontrivial interactions between the s
face, adatom, and tip. Our results seem to show that the t
the essential part of the trio, but more investigations
needed to confirm this phenomenological criterion.

IV. FORCES SIGNATURES

Experiments done by Rieder and co-workers have hi
lighted that, during constant-current STM manipulation
adatoms, recognizable patterns in response to the tip he
signal can be associated with each manipulation process35,51

The variations pertaining to each process have been rece
reproduced using a numerical simulation of a STM tip a
its associated feedback loop device.52,81 During the manipu-
lation, the object switches between positions alternativ
close to or far from the immediate vicinity of the tip ape
what is responsible for the large variations of the extrem
sensitive tunneling current. The perturbations caused by
object will not only modify the tunneling current but also th
forces acting on the probing tip. We therefore expect to fi
similar patterns in the force monitored during consta
height scans.

We have calculated thex andz components of the forceF
acting on the scanning probe tip, using the computed ene
values during a large number of constant-height scans. O
the energy is known on each node of a fine$Xt ip ,Zt ip% mesh,
the forces are derived from the usual formula. For the d
vation of Fz , care has been taken to use tip height valu
close to each other and corresponding to the same man
lation mode. The results for one scan atZtip53.6 Å are rep-
resented in Fig. 9. When the tip is far from the adatom~left
part of the Fig. 9!, F and the tip-surface forceF0 are identical
and show negligible variations since the tip is too high to f
the corrugation of the surface. Fz and Fz

0 are not zero becaus

FIG. 9. Variation of the vertical (Fz) and lateral (Fx) forces
acting on the tip as a function of the tip position along the dim
row direction forZtip53.6 Å. The thick full lines show the forces
Fz,x with the adatom initially located atX50, whereas the thick
dashed lines represent the forces Fz,x

0 without the adatom. Also
shown with thin lines are the differences (F-F0)z,x . a is the lattice
constant-of the Si~001! surface (a53.84 Å).
7-6
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of the long-range attractive van der Waals contributions. T
force on the tip deviates from zero as soon as the dista
with the adatom is slightly smaller than a lattice parame
(3.84 Å). Fz decreases whereas Fx increases, the tip being
attracted by the adatom. WhenXtip521.5 Å, the curve
Fz(X) and Fx(X) show discontinuities related to the transf
of the adatom under the tip. These divergences origin
from the numerical calculations of the energy derivativ
Once the adatom is located under the tip, we observe o
lations of both Fz and Fx , with the surface lattice periodicity
Actually, the tip is now probing the silicon surface, since t
tip is enlarged by the adatom at its apex and is then close
the surface. The transfer of one adatom under the tip can
be recognized from the increased sensitivity of lateral a
vertical forces. An equivalent situation is the sudden incre
of contrast obtained with a STM when an adatom initially
the surface transfers under the tip.

The same analysis has been performed for all the confi
rations considered in the previous part. To get insight into
force variations involved during the manipulation, it is r
quired thatF has a much larger amplitude than F0. Figure 10
shows some of the most significant force signatures we h
obtained. The upper panelA represents the vertical and la
eral forces signatures after the adatom has been transf
under the tip. Fz minima occur when the tip carrying th
adatom is exactly above the cave sites. Here Fz is lower than
Fz

0 , which indicates that the force between the tip and
adatom is attractive. Fx is small and is around zero, the ad
tom being successively attracted by the cave sites in line
the surface. Neither Fz nor Fx shows the typical sawtooth
behavior associated with the lateral manipulation. The a
tom must stay on the surface in order to introduce an as
metry in the force variation. The surface-to-tip transfer c
then only be recognized by the increased sensitivity of
tip. The central panelB shows the forces variations calcu
lated during a sliding process as depicted in Fig. 4. First,
can see that Fz is greater than Fz

0 , so the vertical force be
tween the adatom and the tip is repulsive. The most appa
feature of the forces variation is the apparition of asymme
sawtooth patterns for Fx(X), and also for Fz(X), though
more weakly. The analysis of the curves in relation to
adatom positions shows the same kind of stick-slip beha
obtained in STM experiments35,51and also well known in the
theory of friction.73–79 Starting with both adatom and tip a
the cave site position@Fx(a)50 and Fz(a) close to a mini-
mum#, Fx becomes negative and decreases slowly as the
moves away, the tip being ‘‘retained’’ by the adatom th
tries to remain in the cave site. When the tip is'1.1 Å
ahead, the adatom position is instable and it quickly reac
a new position between the tip and the following cave s
Fx suddenly becomes positive whereas the peak in Fz corre-
sponds to the tip and adatom between two cave sites,
highly repulsive configuration. Fz and Fx then slowly de-
crease until both the tip and the adatom are again in a c
site. Similar analysis can be done for a pushing proc
@panelC of Fig. 10#. Here, although Fx shows a sharper bu
similar variation as in theB panel, the asymmetry in th
oscillation of Fz is now reversed. The slow increase of Fz is
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associated with the approach of the tip, the contribution
the adatom to Fz being more and more repulsive, and the fa
decrease of the force is now caused by the escaping jum
the adatom in the direction of the next bond site.

Constant-current mode STM studies have shown that
possible to extract the manipulation modes from the
height variations.35,51 Figure 10 suggests that the analysis
forces variations could also provide similar and meaning
insights. Tunneling current and interactions are complet
different quantities, but it is possible to compare their var
tions as a function of the tip-surface distance. The tunne
current is a positive scalar quantity, and it approximat
changes by one order of magnitude for 1 Å, whatever
nature of the tunneling junction. The distance variation is
more complicated for interaction forces, which can be rep
sive or attractive, the latter with either positive or negati
gradient. The gradient depends on the nature of
materials,80,82 and the shape of the tip is also known to ha
a non-negligible influence.83–85 In the case of a blunt tung
sten tip in interaction with an Au~111! surface, the force
gradient has been measured80 between 24 nN Å21 and
11 nN Å21. We therefore expect that the force signatur

FIG. 10. Variation of the vertical (Fz) and lateral (Fx) forces
acting on the tip as a function of the tip position along the dim
row direction for three manipulation processes. The full lines sh
the forces during the manipulation~F! whereas the dashed line
represent the forces without the adatom (F0). The first caseA show
a surface-to-tip transfer with an attractive vertical force between
adatom and the tip (Ztip53.6 Å). The caseB is an example of a
sliding process with a repulsive vertical force between the ada
and the tip (Ztip52.8 Å). Finally C show a pushing process@Zt ip

52.8 Å, rotated Si~111! tip and adatom in site bond#.
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TABLE II. Tip height ~constant-current scans! and forces signatures~constant-height scans! during ma-
nipulation processes~sliding/pulling and pushing! with a scanning probe tip. We distinguished two cas
whether the manipulated object is seen as a depression with STM and the force Fz between the tip and the
object varies with a positive gradient~case~!, or the object is seen as a protrusion with STM and the fo
Fz varies with a negative gradient~case`!.
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might show approximate sawtooth shape, unlike the he
variations in the STM measurements.

Using our results and deduction, we gathered in Tabl
the force signatures, just as the tip height signatures repo
in STM constant-current experiments, for all the possi
cases. We distinguished two cases: whether the force g
ent is positive or negative. It is to be noted that two ca
must also be considered for the tip height variation in
STM experiments. In fact, it is well known that most of th
adsorbates will appear as a protrusion in the constant-cu
image, effectively increasing the tunneling current, but o
ers will act as a kind of screen for the tunneling and th
appear as a depression in the image.86 The variation shape is
then inversed, as was shown in STM experiments.35 In our
calculations, we were unable to obtain the force variatio
for both sliding/pulling and pushing processes in the posit
gradient regime. The adsorption energy minimum be
lower on the Si tip, a vertical transfer occurred in the relev
tip height range. The strong attraction of our tip, needed
overcome the large diffusion barrier of the surface, also
plains why the calculated force signatures are not as sha
in Table II. During the manipulation, most of the time th
adatom remained in the proximity of the apex, and the late
jumps to the next site were small. Larger jumps wou
greatly enhance the sharpness of the signature patterns

The force signatures compiled in Table II could first he
to determine if manipulation occurred. Indeed, a sudden
crease of the asymmetry of Fx variation means that the tip
push or drag an object on the surface. Also, the increas
the amplitude of the Fz variation may be associated with
transfer of the object under the tip. Manipulation proces
could also be recognized from the analysis of the Fz sawtooth
variations. Once the relation between the force and the
surface distance is determined, i.e., we know if the grad
is positive or negative, it should be relatively easy to ded
if sliding/pulling or pushing had occurred during the scan

V. CONSTANT-FORCE MANIPULATION

Theoretical studies of the manipulation of one atom b
scanning probe tip usually focused on the constant-he
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mode. Its simulation is easier than for modes based on
control of one interaction quantity, such as constant curr
in STM or constant force in AFM. Indeed, in constant-heig
mode, there is no need to take into account the effect o
feedback loop on the scanning tip. To our knowledge,
first attempt to simulate other modes has been achieved
Bouju et al.52 With their virtual scanning tunneling micro-
scope, they were able to reproduce the sawtooth variatio
the STM tip height during the constant-current manipulat
of a Xe atom on a Cu~110! surface. However, as far as w
know, other modes, such as AFM constant force, have
been investigated yet in the purpose of manipulation. Fr
the experimental point of view, no reports of manipulation
constant-force mode have been made. The occurrence o
so-called snap-to-contact due to mechanical instabili
when the force gradient]Fz /]z exceeds the cantilever stiff
ness for small tip surface separation may be one of the
herent difficulties.87 Therefore, numerical simulations are a
invaluable tool to investigate the manipulation mechanis
in this mode.

The straightforward way to simulate constant-force sc
consists in implementing an extra algorithm in the compu
tional code, which mimics the feedback loop. First, we ha
tried this approach. We made the assumption that the c
acteristic time of the adatom relaxation is much smaller th
the feedback loop response, i.e., the time required to ad
the height of the tip. Practically, the adatom position is th
fully relaxed for each tip height, which corresponds to t
adatom following adiabatically the tip vertical movement.A
low tip speed adjustment is needed in order to avoid la
oscillations of the tip, which may lead to tip crashing
lateral adatom jumps. Although less elaborate, this schem
equivalent to the technique used for the virtual scanning t
neling microscope.52 However, this automatic techniqu
shows several drawbacks for constant-force mode. In
useful range, the variation of the force between the tip a
the surface as a function of the tip height is not monoton
unlike the variation of the tunneling current with the di
tance. This problem can be tackled by a careful optimizat
of the speed of the tip height adjustment. Hence, we w
able to obtain constant-force scans of the bare surface u
7-8
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THEORY OF SINGLE ATOM MANIPULATION WITH A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 115427 ~2003!
this technique. However, additional difficulties appear wh
the scanning tip interacts with the supported adatom.
example, a jump of the adatom directly under the tip m
drastically change the interaction between the tip and
face. In the tip height range useful for the manipulation,
attractive vertical force will be repulsive after the jum
which will result in instabilities in the feedback loop.

Therefore, in this work, we favored another approa
with which these instabilities are clearly identified. Prac
cally, we used the vertical force between the tip and surf
calculated for eachXtip ,Ztip on a fine grid. The sequence o
the tip heightsZtip during a scan is then extracted for su
cessiveXtip from this set by assuming a constant- forc
When an instability occurs, for example, because of an a
tom jump under the tip apex, we then consider a new se
positions and forces associated with the new tip configu
tion, i.e., with the adatom located under the tip. The adv
tage of this method is the possibility to get all the solutio
for a given force. In particular, we can analyze precisely
behavior of the system near a feedback instability.

Figure 11 shows tip height variations calculated for s
eral force values in the case of a Si~111! tip and the Ag
adatom in the cave site. Far from the neighborhood of
adatom, we have obtained height variations with the peri
icity of the Si~001! substrate, with asymmetric shapes r
flecting the nonsymmetric configuration of the tip. The min
mum heights occurred close to the cave sites locations.
Fz521.6 nN, the tip still did not ‘‘feel’’ the adatom unti
Xtip is approximately lower than2a. After this position, the
tip rose because of the increasing interaction with the a
tom. The tip then passed over the adatom withZtip54 Å,
high enough to prevent a surface-to-tip transfer. The hig
bump atXtip50 is the image of the Ag atom in the constan
force mode. However, for Fz521.8 nN or Fz522.0 nN,
the tip is closer to the surface during the scan, and the a
tom jumped under the tip apex whenXtip.2a/2. In the
normal conditions, the slow motion of the tip holder caus
gradual changes. But here, the adatom jump comple

FIG. 11. Constant-force scans for Fz521.6 nN, 21.8 nN, and
22 nN ~positive force gradient! with a Si~111! tip and the Ag atom
in the cave site. The crosses mark the tip position at which
adatom jumps under the tip. Note that the adatom is initially loca
at Xtip50.
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changes the value of Fz , and mechanical instabilities ar
expected to follow.

Now we focus on the effect of the surface-to-tip jump
the adatom during the scan at Fz521.8 nN. Owing to the
much longer response times of the cantilever and the fe
back, the final outcome can be determined from the st
Fz(z) at the location of the adatom jump. We reported in F
12 the possible tip trajectories. The left graph shows the
height variation before the jump, reported from Fig. 11.
the jump@X(tip)521.72 Å#, the adatom is transferred un
der the tip. The right graph of Fig. 12 represents how the
height varies as a function of the force at the transition po
The curveA corresponds to the configuration with the ad
tom on the cave site, whereas forB andC, the adatom is now
located at the tip apex. The intersection of the curves w
the dashed line gives the tip height for each configurati
After the jump, there are two solutions, one for the branchB
~negative force gradient! and the other for the branchC
~positive force gradient!. We have to examine the two pos
sible transitionsA→B and A→C. The corresponding con
tinuations of the scan are shown in the left graph of Fig.
First, we considered the transitionA→B. At B, the force
gradient is negative, unlike the configurationA. Because the
feedbacks are usually assumed by design to keep the sig
the force gradient, a slow instability of the tip holder is e
pected, followed by a crash on the surface. The other p
sible transition,A→C, does not suffer the gradient restric
tion. At A, before the adatom jump, the tip-cantilever syste
is in equilibrium, the attraction by the surface being balanc
by the return force of the cantilever. Right after the adat
transfer, the tip-surface force becomes suddenly repul
and adds up with the return force to raise the tip. The tip w
oscillate around the new equilibrium position with a max
mum amplitude equal to the difference between the ini
and final positions. Here, the height difference betweenA

e
d

FIG. 12. Left panel: Tip height variations as a function of the
position for a constant-force Fz521.8 nN scan, before and afte
the transition@marked by the dashed curve atX(t ip)521.72 Å].
Right panel: Tip height variations as a function of the vertic
force Fz for the tip positionX(tip)521.72 Å. For the curves la-
beled A, the adatom remains in its initial adsorption site@X(tip)
50 Å#, whereas it is located under the tip forB ~negative force
gradient,] Fz /]z,0) andC ~positive force gradient,]Fz /]z.0)
curves.
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LAURENT PIZZAGALLI AND ALEXIS BARATOFF PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 115427 ~2003!
andC is about 1 Å. If we assume that the adatom remains
its location at the tip apex during the oscillations and that
feedback speed is much greater than the scan speed,
oscillations will be progressively dampened and the sl
compensation by the feedback loop will bring the tip to t
new equilibrium position. The scanning will then continu
with the height variations shown on the branchC in the left
graph of the Fig. 12.

For the system we have considered, in the range of
tractive force with a positive gradient, we observed that
ther the tip images the adatom or a surface-to-tip tran
happened during the scan over the adatom. Other poss
ties, encompassing attractive forces with negative gradi
repulsive forces, or different tip shapes and orientatio
have not been fully investigated; an exhaustive study be
out of the scope of the present paper and could be the m
of a future publication. However, we emphasize that o
analysis remains valid for the general case since we h
always observed a jump of the adatom during the appro
of the tip.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the manipulation by a scann
probe tip of one silver atom deposited on a Si~001! surface
using a molecular mechanics approach. The system was
scribed by a cluster model, and we have used the comb
tion of a quantum chemistry model for the short-range int
actions and an analytical Hamaker model for the long-ra
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van der Waals contributions. We have identified four diffe
ent possible manipulation processes, i.e., the surface-to
transfer, the sliding, pulling, and pushing modes, when us
a Si~111! tip, whereas only pushing is achieved in the case
an Au tip. The structure of the tip apex has been shown to
the predominant factor for determining the ordering and
height ranges associated with each manipulation proc
The second part of the paper was devoted to an orig
study of the forces variations during the manipulation. W
have determined that each process is associated with ch
teristic variations, very similar to the height signatures o
served in constant-current STM experiments. It is sugges
that the kind of process involved in the manipulation cou
be inferred from the monitoring of the forces. Finally, w
have presented the numerical simulations of the AF
constant-force mode. From a preliminary analysis, the diff
ent possible behaviors of the tip during a surface-to-tip tra
fer are discussed, taking into account the feedback and
tilever responses.
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